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Embassy of Italy
Tbilisi

Dear participants and dear visitors,

it is with great pleasure that I, as Italian 
Ambassador to Georgia, salute the organization 
of the Workshop “Georgia and Italy together for 
better food production”.

  This event is being realized in a framework of 
excellent bilateral  relations between Italy and 
Georgia, strategic partners for the significant 
political and economic  ties, but most of all 
founded on the deepest friendship.

 As it is worldwide well known, Italy produces a 
vast number of excellences and its  machinery 
and technologies for the agriculture and the F&B 
industry are highly considered, diffused, and 
appreciated globally.

  The Embassy of Italy and myself are proud 
to present and support the Workshop and the 
whole promotion project to foster increasingly 
the vicinity, friendship and collaboration between 
Georgia and our country.

 We wish to make your life better and provide the 
tools to enjoy it at its most.

 All the best

Massimiliano D’Antuono 
Ambassador of Italy to Georgia
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ITALIAN TRADE  
AGENCY

Dear participants and visitors,

I am welcoming you to the Workshop “Georgia 
and Italy together for better food production”, 
an initiative being realized by the Italian Trade 
Agency of Tbilisi, Trade Promotion Section of 
the Italian Embassy, in the context of the annual 
Made in Italy Promotion Plan in 2024.

The mission has been organized with the 
support of 2 Italian sector Associations, ANIMA 
and FederUNACOMA, in collaboration with the 
Georgian Employers Association.

This workshop is one of the many events that are 
being realized all around the world and it is aimed 
at building bridges between Italian producers 
of Machinery for agriculture and for the Food & 
Beverage industry and the Georgian entrepreneur 
community.

In this occasion, the participation of 7 companies 
coming from Italy to test their products on the 
Georgian market will provide to the Georgian 
entrepreneurs the opportunity to understand 

the state of the art in the field of Machinery 
and to find opportunities  to invest to improve 
production and innovation, getting  increasingly 
in line with the requirements of the EU market for 
F&B, increasing their export potential.  

We wish to make your participation and visit as 
fruitful as possible, so please do not hesitate to 
contact me and the ITA staff for every support 
needed.

All the best

Andrea Maccanico 
Director 

ITA Office in Tbilisi  

Trade Promotion Section of the Italian Embassy
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ANIMA 
CONFINDUSTRIA/ASSOFOODTEC
Via Scarsellini n.11 
20161 Milano (MI)

+39 02 45418556 
assofoodtec@anima.it 
www.assofoodtec.it 

ASSOFOODTEC is the Italian Association 
of Machinery and Manufacturers for Food 
Production, Processing, and Preservation.

Assofoodtec is part of ANIMA, the Federation 
of the Italian Associations of Mechanical and 
Engineering Industries which represents all major 
companies of the mechanical and engineering 
industry within the Italian Confederation of the 
Industry

MEMBER OF
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FEDERUNACOMA
Via Venafro, 5 
00159 Roma (RM)

+39 0643 2981 
info@federunacoma.it 
www.federunacoma.it

FederUnacoma represents abroad sector of 
mechanics that brings together the following 
associations of producers: Agridigital, digital 
systems and technologies for agricultural 
machinery and farmer; Assoidrotech, irrigation 
systems; Assomao, agricultural implements; 
Assomase, self-propelled machines; Assotrattori 
tractors; Comacomp, components for agricultural 
machines and gardening; Comagarden, gardening 
machinery. 

The Federation acts as an umbrella organisation 
for seven industry associations representing 
various sectors of the agricultural, forestry and 
gardening machinery industry, with the aim of 
promoting mechanisation and technological 
innovation to meet the different needs in 
agriculture and green car.
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GEORGIAN EMPLOYERS  
ASSOCIATION
0159 Tbilisi, Beliashvili str 106 
+995 514 077 777 
office@employer.ge 
www.employer.ge

Georgian Employers’ Association (GEA) was 
founded in 2000.

The association is an independent, membership-
based organization working in accordance with 
the requirements, standards and conventions of 
employers (industrialists and entrepreneurs) and 
international labor organizations.

GEA is the largest organization across the 
country, representing employers (entrepreneurs) 
in Georgia. GEA combines all aspects of economy 
with more than 2000 members. Also, the 
Association provides for the policy and principles 
of the International Labor Organization (ILO) in 
terms of business development and the solution 
of the problems of business circles business 
circles for the right and efficient existence 
of business, based on active coordination 

with the Government of Georgia and all third 
parties.

GEA’s Goal is to represent its members as 
large, medium, and small companies working 
in different sectors of the economy, come out 
on their behalf and promote entrepreneurship 
in the country to achieve more stability, social-
economic development, new jobs and dignified 
conditions of labor. 

ELGUJA MELADZE
President of GEA
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BARBIERI SRL
Piazzale Luigi Sturzo 15 
00144 Roma (RM)

+39 0444 885722 
info@barbieri-fb.com 
www.barbieri-group.com

With 66 years of experience, BARBIERI offers a 
range of versatile machines among the most 
comprehensive in the industry, suitable for both 
small agricultural structures and the gardening 
sector. All models have been optimized in design 
and updated technically, thus meeting the needs 
of even the most demanding operators. The 
choice of innovation complements the tradition 
of a brand that has become synonymous with 
quality and a presence in the market alongside its 
customers. Barbieri’s mission remains the same: 
to constantly keep pace with the times and, in 
some cases, even be “futuristic” in small-scale 
agricultural mechanization while maintaining the 
characteristics that users have always recognized 
over the years, such as reliability, innovation, and 
productivity. Since 1958, a continuously evolving 
reality.
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CONDOR SRL
Via F. Cilea 5   
42124 Reggio Emilia (RE)

+39 0522 300372/308334 
commerciale@condor-srl.it 
www.condorinox.com  
www.condorinox-lavorazioni.it

Condor Srl is specialised in the processing of 
stainless steel for Food, Dairy, Animal Nutrition, 
Agricultural and Zootechnical sectors. Our 
complete production includes the following 
components:

Complete Terminal Units , Milk Pumps, Milk 
Mixers, Milk Distributors for calves and other 
animals, Fixed and On Wheels Milk Pasteurisers.

Polyvalents for dairy products, Electric and 
manual butter churns, Dranaige tables, 
Electric yogurt maker, Micro dairies, Additional 
accessories for dairies.

All our products are realized in stainless steel, 
electropolished both internally and externally, 
customised, manufactured with Made in Italy 
materials and M.O.C.A. certified, therefore 
suitable for food contact.

 
  

Reggio Emilia - Italy www.condorinox.com
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GORRERI SRL
Via V. Alfieri n. 11 
42041 Brescello (RE)

+39 0522 680853 
gorreri@gorreri.com 
www.gorreri.com

Since 1987 Gorreri Company designs and 
manufactures complete solutions for the 
industrial production of any kind of cake. 
Thanks to a 55-years old experience gained 
directly on production fields all over the world, 
Gorreri provides turn-key solutions and single 
machineries to the main cake’s industrial 
producers.A complete range of lines, groups and 
single machineries for the production of Birthday 
Cakes, Cheesecakes, Muffins, Cup-Cakes, 
Brownies, Pies, Tarts, Pound-Cakes, Dosed 
Shaped and Multi Colour Cakes, Filled Enrobed 
and Decorated Cakes, Sponge Cake and any 
special and handcrafted cake which still need an 
industrial process solution.

Gorreri offers a complete service, from mixing 
equipment up to a complete and skilled after sale 
assistance 24/7 worldwide.
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MECMAR SPA
Via Copparo 29 
37046 Minerbe (VR)

+39 0442 99229 
info@mecmargroup.com 
www.mecmargroup.com

Our company MECMAR, based in North East 
side of Italy, is specialized in the production of 
grain dryers (mobile and tower), ovens (toasting 
and heating), coolers (for granular products) and 
roasting machines. Since 1977 our machines 
help daily farmers, located in more than 50 
countries. Further information concerning our 
machineries and improvement solutions carried 
out over the years, are available browsing 
our website www.mecmargroup.com. Today 
Mecmar’s machines support farmers living in 
different weather conditions: from -20° to those 
living at +40° giving them the possibility to save a 
substantial part of their harvest thanks to drying 
technological improvements that gradually 
taking over from the traditional process of 
sun drying. Mecmar’s machines favourite safe 
storage. All grain products could be dried: corn, 
wheat, barley using Mecmar’s products, fueled 

by diesel or gas fuel or in next coming future by 
alternative energy sources. During last years we 
strengthen our position in foreign markets, after 
achieved successes in the European and Asian, 
through an highly trained sales network and with 
a view to expand it we are carrying out a research 
to identify effective potential partners in other 
ones like Georgia.
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RINIERI SRL
Viale dell’Appennino 606/b  
47121 Forlì (FC)

+39 0543 86066 
info@rinieri.com 
www.rinieri.com 

Rinieri Srl is an Italian company that manufactures 
agricultural equipment for vineyards, orchards, 
and public and private green maintenance. It was 
founded over 100 years ago in the hills of Forlì, in 
Romagna reagion, where it still has its 
headquarters today, and is now a leader in the 
production of inter-row machinery: power 
harrows, rotary tillers, cultivators, blades, discs, 
finger weeders. The range also includes: disc or 
tooth pruners for orchards, summer trimmers for 
vineyards, leaf strippers, and sucker removers, 
more than 20 models of shredders, cultivators, 
hedge trimmers, reach mowers and elevators. 
Every year, the company exports over 3500 
machines to more than 60 countries worldwide, 
all entirely manufactured by the company.
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SORDI SRL
Via Paolo Gorini 9 
26836 Montanaso Lombardo (LO)

+39 371 48621 
info@sordi.com 
www.sordi.com

SORDI, a historic company based in Lodi that 
celebrated its 143rd anniversary, specializes in 
the design, manufacturing, and installation of 
machinery and systems for the food industry. 
SORDI’s production range primarily focuses 
on the dairy sector (systems for the thermal 
treatment of milk, production of yogurt, 
puddings, and creams, as well as lines for cheese 
production) and the sectors of fruit and tomato 
juices and nectars, eggs, wine, confectionery, 
and plant-based beverages.
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VUORMAR PACKAGING SRL
Via Don Sturzo 13 
37060 Correzzo Di Gazzo Veronese (VR)

+39 0442 570037 
info@vuormar.it 
www.vuormar.it

Vuormar Packaging srl is a specialized manufac-
turer of:

 | Automatic form-fill-seal machines for 
VACUUM and ‘atmosphere’ PACKAGING;

 | Continuous DRY and OIL ROASTER for nuts 
and snacks.

 |

More precisely:

 | vertical and inclined form-fill-seal machines 
for packaging undervacuum and ‘in a free/
protective atmosphere’

 | horizontal vacuum packaging machines
 | different configurations of feeding systems, 
such as:

 | multihead electronic weighers
 | electronic linear weighers
 | volumetric cup dosers
 | checkweighers and metal detector systems;

 | continuous DRY roasters/dryers for nuts, for 
different capacities

 | continuous OIL roasters for peanuts, 
almonds, cashews, and nuts in general

 | complete turn-key production lines for 
peanuts and nuts processing

 | fryers for snack pellets
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